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[Translation of utility model claim]

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS

[Claim 1]

A stage driving apparatus for driving a stage (2, 3,

4), on which a sample (P) is placed, in two dimensions,

within a vacuum chamber (1), the apparatus comprising:

a moving member (13) disposed in the vacuum chamber

(1) together with the stage (2, 3, 4) such that the moving

member (13) moves in at least one direction (X) in the two

dimensions;

a connecting plate (14) for connecting the moving

member (13) and the stage (2, 3, 4) such that the stage (2,

3, 4) is driven in the one direction (X) by the moving

member (13) ; and

a magnetic shield cover (19) having a slit (20)

through which the connecting plate (14) traverses, the

magnetic shield (19) covering only the moving member (13)

over the moving range of the moving member (13) .
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

ir™se?y

CUment^^ by comPuter So the translation may not reflect the original

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed explanation ofa design]

[The technical field ofa design]

This design is related with the stage driving gear in an electron beam exposure system etc
L 1

he technical background and its trouble] of a design

^ZZrtTr bC C°nsidered
/

S a drive svstem ofa* ^ge ofan electron beam exposure system

faM on "stl Th ™T "^l-u*"

"

by which the Substrate used « * ^mple is

e*iZ 8l , ,
Sm m WlUCh tranSmit drivin8 force t0 a Wl screw through a vacuum rotation

h «2ZTxttT7*?^VT iS m°Ved " the flat'SUlface two-dimensional direction^the direct.on of X, and the direction of Y, There is a mechanism in which establish another drive tablemechanism out of a vacuum chamber, and the stage in a vacuum chamber and aneJZt^vTLeto connect and drive w,th a drive rod through the bellows expanded and contracted etc
However, if it is m equipment such conventionally, in order for there to be a fault ofchanging a magnetic

falT
h

H7Vement 0f a staf since a ba« screw is not usually nonmagnetic in the case of a drivTSheformer and to compensate this fault, when a ball screw is manufactured by non-magnetic material there isload-carrymg capacity's becoming small and a fault of becoming expensive. Moreover in7Z"n hecase of a drive like the latter to have another table mechanism outside and for bellows to perfom

a

vacuum seal moreover, there was a fault of needing those installation spaces widely^n6
'

! T"?
ber

*?
Which E magnetic Seal P°rtion covers the lat"* range and is moreover

cat nnt?H
P f

atlVC y tWs S6ed StmCtUrem°^h what has composition which comes tocarry out the magnetic seal ofthe whole stage including mechanical components such as a ball screw sproposed as conventionally indicated by JP,56-36132,A - since it needed to continue in between and ac osed magnetism circuit needed to form, there was a problem that where of it is verydiS^ZLdisclosure ofmagnetic flux completely
y UU"CUI1 lo Prevent

[The purpose ofa design]

n^nSTT^ by the
,
baSiS °f*e ^-mentioned situation, and does not cause change ofar**r^M °f8 bU' *» - 0ff̂ *•*»**«^ which does£ nee*

[The outline of a design]
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ntioned PurPose attain, this design In the stage driving gear which makes
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3 Samp,C
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laid^ in the two-dimensional direction wilhin a vacuum chambe^The

^tszi i:r
drir^directions wWch accompanied the *« *«™
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at IeaSt

'
and has been arran8ed in a vacu"™ chamber, It has the connectine

tl2 t
m0b

?\
and a Stage that a Stage should be driven ^ the oneafon^oST^

direction by this mobile, and the slit which lets this connecting plate pass and considers as tiecomposition possessing magnetic-shielding covering which covers the^^2^ andsurrounds only the aforementioned mobile.
g perimeter and

[The example of a design]
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Hereafter, it explains, referring to one example of illustration of this design

ttITVP* 1 a"d
i
he2ndview

»
one in drawinS is * vacuum chamber, in this vacuum chamber 1

^JSa^TT ^ taWe [ l0WCr ] 2
'
3

'
and 4 is™talled

>
-d while 2

3 and 4 ofthese each are formed by non-magnetic material, on the above top table 2 the substrate Pwh,ch serves as a sample through an electrode holder 5 is laid While being supported free movement inthe direction ofY to the inside table 3 through the guide rail 6 and theite^p^ST^
ton tabled The H Z °S-

X ] t0 4^ the rail 7A^SE^tta above

he'above tntMel^ T1^ the C°mp°siti°n in which * makes *«™ to connectw^
T
d 8 °f°ther Stag6S (not shown

) ^ablished in the exterior of the vacuumchamber
1, and the vacuum seal of the aforementioned drive rod 8 is carried out with bellows 9 A^dI thednve ofthe direction ofX arranges the baU screw 12 with which ends wereZ^iS^L^^lateral portion of the stage in game 1 a vacuum through bearing 10 and 1 1 alon Si ecZ ofX

S^ST* table 3

ft^ mobiIe 13 whicb consists of a fema,e™tlT^lt^substance made to screw in this ball screw 12 through the thin connecting plate 14 It is the thine whfh

A ot the mobile 13 accompanying the right inverse rotation ofthe aforementioned ball screw 1? thT

one
I the extenor of the vacuum chamber 1 was made to face through the 1st distributor shaft counlZ

n h
"r^-s^g covering arranged so that the moving range perime efofthe mobile 13 which moves along with the aforementioned ball screw 12 may be surrounded and th dfc20 is formed in the sliding range ofthe aforementioned connecting plate 14

SUIT0Unded
>
and the S,,t

l^cf^LZTlMd "^ by m°Vemem °f the m0bile 13 formed ™th the magnetic

SET 8 above-mentioned composition Since the moving range ofa mobile 13 isshielded with the magnetic-shielding covering 19, the slit 20 which change of a magnetic fieU wa not

*ceS

annlt^hv";^
above

;
mentio"ed e^mple, although it is made for the impossible force not to beapplied by the non-parallel part ofthe guide direction of a stage and a ball screw bv oerfoZ naconnection on a stage and a ball screw with sheet metal, if parallelism'of s ageId"JS& is made

rlfti,
8

; T 6 Sht °fmaSnetic-shielding covering also at this case Moreover in order to

Furthermore although the ball screw was used as a mechanism in which rotation within a vacuum

[Effect ofthe Device]

drmng gear conation can be made compact, and an instaHatL spacedwtedt

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original
precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[The technical field of a design]

This design is related with the stage driving gear in an electron beam exposure system etc.

[Translation done.]
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damages caused by the use of this translation.
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CUment^^ tTamht&i by comPuter So the translation may not reflect the original

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.
3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect ofthe Device]
~

While change of the magnetic field by movement of a mobile can be effectively pressed down by smallermagnet* ske.dmg accordmg to this design so that clearly from the above explanation, the effect thaUhe

rcqted
8^ C°mp0Sltl0n can be made comPact>

an installation space can be narrowed is

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1
.

This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original
precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[The technical background and its trouble] ofa design
In the vacuum chamber in which the substrate which can consider many equipments as a drive system of
the stage of an electron beam exposure system, for example, serves as a sample on a stage is laid arrange
a ball screw and mind a vacuum rotation seal from an external drive motor. There are a mechanism in
which transmit driving force to a ball screw and a stage is moved in the flat-surface two-dimensional
direction of the direction ofX and the direction of Y, a mechanism in which establish another drive table
mechanism out of a vacuum chamber, and the stage in a vacuum chamber and an external table are made
to connect and drive with a drive rod through the bellows expanded and contracted etc
However, if it is in equipment such conventionally, in order for there to be a fault of changing a magnetic
held with movement of a stage since a ball screw is not usually nonmagnetic in the case ofa drive like the
former and to compensate this fault, when a ball screw is manufactured by non-magnetic material there is
load-carrying capacity's becoming small and a fault ofbecoming expensive. Moreover in order in'the
case of a drive like the latter to have another table mechanism outside and for bellows to perform a
vacuum seal moreover, there was a fault ofneeding those installation spaces widely
Furthermore, carry out the magnetic seal of the whole stage including mechanical components such as a
ball screw, so that it is conventionally indicated by JP,56-36 132,A. the member which covers the range
with a magnetic large seal portion with this seed structure, and is moreover mutually displaced relatively
although what has the becoming composition is proposed - since it needed to continue in between and
the closed magnetism circuit needed to be formed, there was a problem that it was very difficult to
prevent disclosure ofmagnetic flux completely
[The purpose of a design]

This design was not made by the basis of the above-mentioned situation, and does not cause change of a
magnetic field with movement of a stage, but aims at offering the stage driving gear which does not need
an installation space widely.

[The outline of a design]

In order to make the above-mentioned purpose attain. In the stage driving gear with which this design
makes the stage m which a sample is laid drive in the two-dimensional direction within a vacuum chamber

**
aforementioned two-dimensional directions which accompanied the stage that it should

move to on the other hand at least, and has been arranged in a vacuum chamber, It has the connecting
plate which connects a mobile and a stage that a stage should be driven in the one aforementioned
direction by this mobile, and the slit which lets this connecting plate pass, and considers as the
composition possessing magnetic-shielding covering which covers the moving range perimeter and
surrounds only the aforementioned mobile.

[Translation done.]
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EXAMPLE

[The example of a design]

Hereafter, it explains, referring to one example of illustration of this design
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0ne in drawing is a VaCUUm Chamber- in this vacuui* chamber 1,

tnHfJfh
C°TS mSldC tab 'e [ ,0Wer ] 2

'

3
>
and 4 is instal,ed

>
while the tables 2

3 and 4 of these each are formed by non-magnetic material, on the above top table 2, the substrate P
'

which serves as a sample through an electrode holder 5 is laid While being supported free [ movement inthe direction ofY] to the mside table 3 through the guide rail 6 and the table 3 is supported free?

tooTablel Thp H ^ °7 1
-°

4 the^ rail 7 durinS th* above, the above

Te^nl t < fTo
ofthe d,rection ofY has the composition in which it makes it come to connect withthe above top table 2 the dnve rod 8 ofother stages (not shown) established in the exterior of the vacTumchamber 1, and the vacuum seal of the aforementioned drive rod 8 is carried out with bellows ^Cd the

tSf^T f
X aiTan8eS^ SCfeW 12 Wkh Which Cnds Were suPP°rted t0 -volve by t^e

lateral portion of the stage m game 1 a vacuum through bearing 10 and 1 1 along the direction ofX Whileconnectmg the inside table 3 with the mobile 13 which consists ofa female screw member of the
substance made to screw ,n this ball screw 12 through the thin connecting plate 14 It is the tWng which

Toml mobUe", 3̂

direCti°n
°
fX

,

t0T6 E StagC by thC b°th"WaV reCt̂ ear moti°" oftn"on ofX ofthe mobile 13 accompanying the right inverse rotation ofthe aforementioned ball screw 12 the

one X PT ^ ffrementi0ned bal1 screw 12 » » Performed by the drive motor 18 connected withone [the exterior ofthe vacuum chamber 1 was made to face through the 1st distributor shaft coupuT

Molvr8
lT

C^^ 16
] "* °f^ ba" SCr6W 12 thr°Ugh the 2nd distrib^r shaft couphng n

22 n ,
,S7gnet,c

;
shjelding covering arranged so that the moving range perimeter ofthe mobile 13 which moves along with the aforementioned ball screw 12 may be surrounded and the slk20 ,s formed in the sliding range ofthe aforementioned connecting plate 14

Namely, although a magnetic field is changed by movement ofthe mobile 13 formed with the magneticsubstance according to the above-mentioned composition Since the moving range of a moMeT**

Muenced

n

I*
™&«ic-^\™^ the slit 20 which changeofa magnetic fie d wasnotI^J^mF9"?? thC C°Vering 19 Mth0^ formed in ^ntinuation,since the slit gap is narrow only by enabling passage of the thin connecting plate 14 disclosure of themagnetic flux from a slit 20 can be lessened very much
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'
alth°Ugh * is made for the mP°ssib]e force not to beapplied by the non-parallel part of the guide direction of a stage, and a ball screw by performing

STSSSl'oS
88
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h Sh6et^ ifPara,ldism °f a Stage -d a ba» -ew is made

X^^^ZTSr8
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'

and there is litt,e disclosure

rli ? fl

§ ? 6 Sht °f^gnefc-shielding covering also at this case. Moreover in order toraise the evacuation performance ofthe portion surrounded with magnetic-shielding covering you maybreak a small hole to magnetic-shielding covering
^venng, you may

Furthermore, although the ball screw was used as a mechanism in which rotation within a vacuum
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[BriefDescription of the Drawings]
"™™

A vacuum chamber, 2 A top table staee 3
& P (substrate).

] .

[Translation done.]
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